
Worksheet: Motivate your team with praise.
Congratulations on taking the next step towards making these expressions part of
your Real-Life English. Are you ready to test yourself and see what you remember?

I use my background as a Neurolanguage coach to create these for you--so that you
can spend a short amount of time reviewing, but remember much more easily than
with the video alone.

If you like, you can review the blog post and video for this lesson by clicking here.

Challenge #1: Talk about praise and congratulations

Choose the correct Business English expressions to re-create the
natural, authentic phrases an advanced speaker would use to talk
about praising his or her team.

keeping       point out       specific       praise       motivated       sincere

______________is really important for ______________your team______________. But it’s

important to do it right.  You may want to regularly______________or say what your team did

well.

What makes for great praise? First, it’s important to be ______________--to mean what you say

so that your team will trust you! And if you want to sound sincere, you probably are going to

need to be ______________. Don’t just say “Great job.”
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Worksheet: Motivate your team with praise.

Challenge #2: congratulate your team with confidence

Match the phrases in each column to find ways to praise your
team--in a way that sounds natural, confident, and sincere.

1. Thanks for coming up with...

2. Thanks for putting in all those extra

hours...

3. I’m very impressed with the way you

handled...

4. Your efforts helped us to…

5. Nice job on the presentation today…

A. ...the negotiations today. Those were

tough customers!

B. ...that idea for creating a

spreadsheet.

C. ...your slides were really clear and

you spoke with so much confidence.

D. ...close an important deal with our

new client.

E. ...it must have taken you a long time

to finish this but the results are

great!

Do you need help with YOUR Business English?
I designed these activities to help you practice and build confidence on your
own--but for your specific situation, you might need more personalized attention.

If you want to see how individual coaching can help your Business English book an
informational appointment with me here.
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Corrections

Challenge #1

Praise is really important for keeping your team motivated. But it’s important to do
it right.  You may want to regularly point out or say what your team did well.

What makes for great praise? First, it’s important to be sincere. To mean what you
say so that your team will trust you! And if you want to sound sincere, you probably
are going to need to be specific. Don’t just say “Great job.”

Challenge #2

1. Thanks for coming up with (B) that idea for creating a spreadsheet.

2. Thanks for putting in all those extra hours (E) it must have taken you a long time to finish

this but the results are great!

3. I’m very impressed with the way you handled (A) the negotiations today. Those were

tough customers!

4. Your efforts helped us to (D) close an important deal with our new client.

5. Nice job on the presentation today (C) your slides were really clear and you spoke with

so much confidence.
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